
ABSTRACT: In this work, we study one of the famous gravitation problems in an alternative point of view 
which is known as the absolute parallelism. Considering Taub solution of the Bainchi-Type IX space-time and 
the Hamiltonian approach technique of absolute parallelism, we obtain corresponding angular momentum, total 
energy and momentum distributions. It is seen that our main results agree with those ones published in the literature 
by other author. 
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ÖZET: Bu çalışmada, mutlak paralellizm olarak bilinen alternatif bir bakış açısıyla ünlü kütleçekim problemlerinden 
birini inceliyoruz. Bainchi-Type IX uzay-zamanın Taub çözümü ve mutlak paralellizmde Hamilton yaklaşımı 
tekniği göz önüne alındığında, bu duruma karşılık gelen açısal momentum, toplam enerji ve momentum dağılımları 
elde edilmektedir. Temel sonuçlarımızın diğer bir  yazar tarafından literatürde yayınlanan sonuçlarla uyumlu 
olduğu görülmektedir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Açısal momentum, enerji, mutlak paralelizm

Absolute Parallelism in The Bainchi-Type IX Taub Solution

Bianchi-Tipi IX Taub Çözümünde Mutlak Paralelizm
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INTRODUCTION

The energy-momentum localization is one of the 

interesting and unsolved phenomenons both in the 

general relativity and the absolute parallelism. The first 

attempt was done by Einstein himself (Einstein, 1915). 

Thereafter many prescriptions have been used and 

improved to solve and understand this puzzle (Tolman, 

1934; Papapetrou, 1948; Landau and Liftshitz, 1951; 

Bergmann and Thompson, 1953; Möller, 1958; 

Weinberg, 1972; Qadir and Sharif, 1992, Abedi and 

Salti, 2015). Using the absolute parallelism description 

of Einstein’s general relativity, Maluf (Maluf, 1994) 

established Hamilton approach. Later, Maluf and his 

collaborators (Maluf and Rocha-Neto, 1999, 2001) 

found the localized energy density of rotating black holes 

and null surfaces in the absolute parallelism. Next, in 

the context of Kerr black hole, the gravitational energy, 

momentum and angular momentum distributions 

were calculated (Maluf et al., 2002).  Making use of 

the Banados-Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black hole and 

the Hamilton approach of three dimensional absolute 

parallelism, total angular momentum distribution 
associated with the spacetime model is found (Sousa 
and Pareira, 2006). Recently, many scientist have 
interested in this interesting approach to discuss the 
four-momentum localization problem in various space-
time models (Nashed, 2008, 2010; Sousas et al., 2010; 
Maluf and Ulhoa, 2009; Sharif and Taj, 2010; Ulhoa 
and Rocha, 2013; Maluf, 2013; Saltı and Açikgöz, 
2013; Rocha Neto and Maluf, 2014).

Here, we use the following representations: the 
space-time indices defined by the Greek alphabet  
(α, β, y) while the tangent space indices described by 
the Latin alphabet ((a), (b), (c) ...) All indices run from 
0 to 3. Time and space indices are denoted according to  
where 
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Next, the total Hamiltonian density is given by (Maluf and Rocha-Neto, 2001)  12 
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In the present work, we consider the Hamiltonian 
formulation in the absolute parallelism to obtain 
angular momentum, total energy and momentum 
distributions associated with the Taub type space-
time model. In the next section, the total angular 
momentum and four-momentum densities are 
calculated. We also plot these quantities versus time 
coordinate to discuss their evolutionary behaviors. 

The last section is devoted to the summary and final 
remarks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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case of homogenous isotropic Bianchi Type IX model 
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Figure  1: The total energy distribution versus time. Black line 2 

corresponds our results and dashed line corresponds Halpern results. Here, we have 3 

taken the constants as              4 

Figure 1 shows us both Halpern and our results obtained for the total energy according to 5 

the time coordinate. It is obviously seen that the total energy decreases in time and 6 

eventually it will vanish in both cases. 7 
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Figure 1 shows us both Halpern and our results 
obtained for the total energy according to the time 
coordinate. It is obviously seen that the total energy 

decreases in time and eventually it will vanish in 
both cases. 
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